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Introducing TouchThinkLearn books, the new format which redefines the very young concept book
market. They're an ingeniously simple and tactile way of communicating core concepts, allowing
the youngest readers to actively explore knowledge in a hands-on, multi-dimensional way. Just
seeing the cover, with its powerful combination of die-cuts and raised, shaped elements, readers will
know they're in for a very special treat: a book to be experienced on many levels, and conveying 3D
visual excitement without the fragility associated with such novelty formats as pop-ups or lift-theflaps. And best of all, these titles celebrate the very physicality of the book and the experience of
actually holding the book and tracing its shapes with a finger. Colours offers a dazzling showcase of
the TouchThinkLearn format: simple raised die-cut shapes on a left-hand page mirrored in the
scooped-out forms of the right: the clean beauty of a green leaf's surface paired with the hungry
caterpillar that munches on its inside edge; the polished outside of a ripe-red apple matched with
the creamy colour of the apple's inside punctuated by two tiny black seeds. Simultaneously bold
and exquisite, Colours brings a...
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Reviews
It is simple in read through safer to comprehend. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a really worth reading through. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Sa ma nta K lein
Completely among the finest ebook We have ever go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you
know that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have read through inside my own daily life and might be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gor don K er tz ma nn
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